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NE OF THE most curious characteristics of
the United States military establishment since
World War II has been its tendency to become
slavishly addicted to fads. In the immediate aftermath
of World War II, fascination with nuclear weapons to
the exclusion of almost everything else led the Army
to such unhappy experiments as the “pentomic divi
sion” and the “Davy Crockett.”1 The Air Force, not to
be outdone, put nuclear weapons on fighters. All of
this had the result of leaving the services poorly prepared to fight a limited conventional war in Korea and
a limited unconventional war in Vietnam.2 Then dur
ing the late 1970s and the heyday of the military reform movement, maneuver warfare and
mission-oriented tactics became the buzzwords. The
new enthusiasts held up the German army of World
War II as a military paradigm, its capabilities misun

derstood by many people who had little or no knowl
edge of the primary German sources.3
Now, in the aftermath of the Gulf War, the United
States military is once again awash in such
catchphrases. Perhaps the first to weigh in was John
Warden III, a USAF colonel who even before the war
had posited the idea that air forces could essentially
win wars alone by conducting “parallel war.” This no
tion, combined with the apparent success of the air cam
paign in the Gulf and some very dubious historical in
terpretation, has given lots of ammunition to those who
would accuse air forces of engaging in muddled thinking.4 Another even more amorphous term is informa
tion war. Although it has been defined in several dif
ferent ways, the term has appeared increasingly In
books, articles in professional military journals, and
official publications.5
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This article proposes to investigate this notion and
its validity, at least as manifested in the open litera
ture. We are well aware that there is much additional
material, including the very definition of information
warfare, lurking beneath the shroud of official secrecy.
This article, therefore, will deal with basic concepts
and assumptions instead of specific capabilities and
vulnerabilities that remain classified.
For many true believers, the foundations of infor
mation war can be found in a book by Alvin and Heidi
Toffler entitled War and Anti-War: Survival at the
Dawn of the Twenty-first Century.6 The Tofflers describe human history as going through a series of waves.
Each wave and its wars are based on the means by which
wealth is created. Thus, the first wave, starting at the
beginning of civilization and lasting to some time in
the nineteenth century, was based on agriculture. The
second wave, beginning as early as the Renaissance
and lasting through today, was based on manufactur
ing. Finally, the third wave, which we are now enter
ing, is based on information. The Tofflers’ book, al
though not widely reviewed in the scholarly literature,
has received tremendous attention and acclaim within
the government, gaining the approbation of people as
influential as the Speaker of the House of Representa
tives. The Tofflers have been most successful in get
ting the military, especially the Army and the Air Force,
to accept the basic premises of their “wave” theory.7
Alvin Toffler has been a guest lecturer at Army War
College and at the Air War College for two years run
ning. Students at both institutions, as well as the Naval
War College, read War and Anti-War as part of the
curriculum. At the Air Force Academy, an elective
course is offered on information war, with a set of read
ings including large sections of War and Anti-War, as
well as some other readings discussed in this article.
Although the Army is somewhat more skeptical of the
Tofflers’ notions, the wave theory was essentially
adopted officially in Army Focus 94: Force XXI.8
The rise of the Toffler book to prominence within
the country’s military hierarchies at the same time that
the academic world gives it little notice is a strange
phenomenon. The very simplicity of the Tofflers’
theory makes the book highly attractive. However, War
and Anti-War is a book full of mistakes. Any histo
rian seeking to bring out these errors would find War
and Anti-War, to use an Air Force term, a target-rich
environment. The Tofflers’ theory, a neo-Marxist con
cept combining economic determinism with an
overarching chronological framework, is reminiscent
of elements of The Communist Manifesto.9 In order to

make history fit into their theory, the Tofflers are will
ing to reduce all societies (not to mention all wars between societies) to one of their simplistic broad char
acterizations and to rearrange certain chronologies so
that events develop in the proper sequence. Unfortu
nately for those seeking comfort in the uncertainties of
the ages, any system that seeks to grossly simplify
something as complex and nuanced as the entirety of
human history is bound to founder on those immov
able obstacles, the facts.
This leads them into some erroneous notions. Here
are a few examples. The depiction of the second-wave,
industrial North overrunning the first-wave, agrarian
South is an idea that serious scholars of the Civil War
have long abandoned. No Confederate army was ever
compelled to surrender because it lacked the means to
fight. Even at Appomattox, the Army of Northern Vir
ginia had plenty of small-arms ammunition for the in
fantry, plus an ample supply of artillery ammunition.10
Likewise, to imply, as the book does, that Napoléon’s
armies were a product of second-wave mass produc
tion is simply contrary to every established fact about
the period. The book’s account of the origins of AirLand
Battle is largely incorrect, neglecting the most impor
tant elements of the new doctrine, ignoring the pur
pose of change, and attributing the substance of change
to the wrong people.11
Equally flawed is the notion advanced by the
Tofflers that “nationalism is the ideology of the
nation-state, which is a product of the industrial revo
lution.”12 Nationalism is hardly an ideology, although
it can be an important component of one. Here too
their facts and chronology are wrong. Nation-states
became clearly recognizable entities during the sev
enteenth and eighteenth centuries, well before the in
dustrial revolution took hold across Europe or the
world; and to attribute something as complex as na
tionalism to a single factor distorts the past. The Tofflers
are no more successful when they venture into the realm
of intellectual history. Two of the most consequential
ideologies to emerge from the nineteenth century were
Marxism and Nazism. Marxism was avowedly
antinationalist; and the intellectual progenitor of Na
zism, German völkisch ideology, was based on the
notion of the agriculturally based, racially pure com
munity rather than a nation-state governed by a liberal
constitution.
Two streams of thought have emerged on the na
ture and uses of information war. The most common,
tied directly to recent technological innovations and
the experiences of the Gulf War, stresses digitization
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of the battlefield and incremental improvements to
smart weapons, improved intelligence devices, deeper
and even more precise strikes, and so forth. This view
is particularly dominant in the Army’s literature, though
it finds its advocates in the Air Force as well.13
The more radical and speculative view is that information warfare is becoming an alternative to more
traditional forms of war, a theory that would therefore
discard much of the information-based weaponry of
the first interpretation.14 This notion, based on the
Toffleresque idea of the third-wave, information-based
society, holds that information can be used as a weapon.
By wielding information as a weapon through the use
of computers, the Internet, satellite communications,
and so on, one could influence the decisions of an enemy.15 Some writers have suggested using subtly al
tered images broadcast over television as a means of
undermining a nation’s will or the perceptions of its
leaders, a process described rather opaquely as “neo
cortical warfare.”16
This approach to information war has several prob
lems. Although imaginative, most of the suggestions
on potential measures, enemy reactions, and ultimate
consequences are speculative beyond plausibility. The
accompanying conclusions, sometimes given only by
implication, are generally favorable to the author’s the
sis. In many cases, the author suggests that electronic
measures taken against certain military or civilian targets would result in catastrophic and irreparable damage to key “information systems.” These suggestions
almost invariably lack any technical foundations and
fail to consider countermeasures while assuming total
system vulnerability. The various authors frequently
advocate actions that allegedly might paralyze or confuse an adversary, but they fail to consider that the same
measures might just as easily lead to entirely unan
ticipated results or even to consequences that would
be inconsistent with or counterproductive to the origi
nal intent.
It’s odd that the proponents of “third-wave” and “information” war should find inspiration in the writ
ings of Sun Tzu, a “first-wave” thinker.
This is especially important when one considers
that if these types of measures are to be undertaken to
influence the thinking and behavior of foreign leaders,
it would require, at the very least, a level of understanding of a country’s history, culture, politics, and
mind-set that seldom exists in government and even
in academe. Consider, for example, if we had decided

to undertake these kinds of measures against the So
viet Union during the cold war. Whose advice should
we have taken on how to implement these measures
and what might have been the anticipated reaction of
the Soviet leadership? Many “experts” on the Soviet
Union, including Strobe Talbott, who currently is in
charge of administration policy on Russia, made a great
many pronouncements about the reaction of the Soviet
leadership to Reagan administration policy in regards
to the Soviet Union. The course of the 1980s and the
collapse of the Soviet Union proved many of these prog
nosticators were wrong. We should also remember
that the Soviet leadership was comparatively stable.
How can one predict the behavior of such unstable char
acters as Muammar Qadhafi, Kim Jong Il, or Saddam
Hussein? If academe cannot provide the kind of ex
pertise needed to wage this kind of “information war,”
what can we expect from the government?
For all the technological wizardry and intelligence at
our disposal, the coalition forces probably failed to
find and kill a single mobile Scud missile launcher.
Accompanying this speculation is the search for
supporting statements from distinguished military writ
ers. In that group, Sun Tzu has suddenly become more
quotable for those seeking ways to avoid traditional
warfare rather than ways to conduct it more effectively.
Sun Tzu’s argument that “to subdue the enemy without fighting is the acme of skill” by attacking his strat
egy is perhaps the favorite aphorism.17 Of course, this
assumes that your enemy is willing to allow himself to
be subdued without fighting. History tells us that gov
ernments are seldom so cooperative. Sun Tzu aficio
nados also seem unconcerned that he wrote these words
in the context of ancient Chinese society, something of
which we have only a limited knowledge and which
may have no relation to us.18
Further difficulties appear when we take a more
extended look at Sun Tzu. As a perceptive critic noted
in a review of a book on Sun Tzu, Carl von Clausewitz,
and Antoine Henri Jomini, all of Sun Tzu that comes
down to us amounts to about 100 pages, as opposed to
600 pages of Clausewitz’s writing and some 20 sepa
rate volumes published by Jomini.19 In addition, if one
reads Sun Tzu with care, it reads more like a series of
aphorisms, some of which are relevant and many which
are not, as opposed to the more systematic treatment
of war in all its facets afforded by Clausewitz. One
could perhaps speculate that it is the aphoristic style of
Sun Tzu that makes him more attractive to readers who
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lack the patience to deal with the more sophisticated
Clausewitz. Someone has suggested that Sun Tzu
should be studied instead of Clausewitz because, among
other things, Sun Tzu is shorter.20
A more serious problem in the ideas of those who
would substitute information war for traditional con
flict concerns the issue of what constitutes war and what
this implies for politico-military relations. In an ar
ticle in a recent Airpower Journal, Col Richard
Szafranski defines warfare as “the set of all lethal and
nonlethal activities undertaken to subdue the hostile
will of an adversary or enemy.”21 Although Szafranski
is thoughtful enough to attempt to differentiate between
warfare and war, his definition still causes problems.
If warfare includes all nonlethal activities, does this
include means such as diplomacy and policy? Perhaps
policy would become the continuation of war by other
means. The idea that war is the normal state of affairs
and that all actions of state and society must serve that
master is a discredited notion.22
Equally unsettling is the internal aspect of this redefining of the relationship between politics and war.
The danger of reversing Clausewitz’s ideas on
civil-military relationships clearly emerges in the writ
ing of another “information war” advocate, who ar
gues that one of the promises of information war is
that “at last, our military planners can be freed of po
litical constraints.”23 This concept of information warfare is very dangerous from a civil liberties point of
view. In an article in a recent issue of Airpower Jour
nal, Col Owen E. Jensen wrote that in order to ensure
our survivability in an information war, the military
should make use of all “national assets and use all sec
tors of society.” This would include, he said, all pri
vately owned computers, fax machines, computer bul
letin boards, and so on, including even the assets of
international corporations. In fighting low-intensity
conflicts against second-wave or first-wave opponents,
Jensen advocates the use of bugging and various means
of electronic surveillance.24
This notion is both impractical and dangerous. It
is impractical because the vast differences in privately
owned computer equipment and software make
interoperability highly unlikely. In addition, the inclu
sion of so many computers would make the insertion
of viruses a virtual certainty, since not all owners are
as meticulous about the condition of their software as
they should be. By contrast, a military system, unable
to interface with any other computer system and to
which only limited access is allowed, would be virtually impervious to the kinds of attacks envisioned by
the proponents of information war. Even if the govern

ment mobilized all these computers, who would oper
ate them? To press their owners into service would be
ridiculous, as they have neither the training nor experi
ence to allow them to operate in a military environ
ment. You cannot take the designers of the latest com
puter version of “Dungeons and Dragons” and set them
to work on creating a new battlefield simulation.
Given the impracticality of this from a military
point of view, about the only thing that would come of
it would be a massive intrusion on the part of the fed
eral government into people’s privacy. Any attempt
by the government to mobilize the nation’s privately
owned computer assets, as Jensen advocates, carries
with it a whole range of civil liberties questions that
must be addressed. We should think very seriously
about the possibility of surrendering some of our pre
cious freedoms for a set of theories based on a concept
of history unsupported by facts.
Unfortunately, information war has become so ex
pansive a term that it now threatens to become a tau
tology by encompassing nearly everything beyond the
most primitive forms of combat. Some include tradi
tional intelligence as information warfare, while oth
ers include the capabilities inherent in certain weap
ons systems. Others see the decision to interfere in
Somalia as an example of successful information war,
presumably by the administration’s internal foes who
preferred that we intervene there rather than in Sudan,
the site of much worse disasters.25 This logic could be
extended to acts of politics, advances in weaponry, and
uses of propaganda. Indeed, the use of high-tech pro
paganda, some quite fanciful, is a major theme of some
information war advocates.
This reliance upon new and old forms of propa
ganda, while attractive for those who wish to substi
tute a new form of mind control for violence, is yet
another weakness of information war. Propaganda,
unfortunately, has frequently been of only limited util
ity. It has been used since the dawn of organized warfare in both a positive and negative sense. It has al
ways been designed to inspire confidence in one’s own
people and leaders and to alternatively ridicule, frighten,
or demonize one’s enemy. As such, it has always oc
cupied a supplemental place in war, but that is all. The
US decision to enter World War I, for example, was
not influenced by British-inspired stories about Ger
mans bayoneting Belgian babies as much as it was by
the simple fact that the United States could not tolerate
German domination of Europe. For all of Stalin’s hypocritical appeals to Russian patriotism, a much greater
compelling factor for Russians to fight against the Ger
mans was the brutal behavior of the German occupa-
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tion authorities. The ultimate problem with even the
slickest propaganda is that it does not always work,
and even when it does, its effectiveness is limited.
The second approach to information warfare is often dismissed by some proponents as merely “digitiz
ing the battlefield.”26 This concept of information war
concerns the importance of information in conventional
war. In this regard, perhaps the most significant state
ment comes from Alan D. Campen, in the preface to
the book he edited, The First Information War: The
Story of Communications, Computers, and Intelligence
Systems: “The outcome [of the Gulf War] turned as
much on superior management of knowledge as it did
upon performance of people or weapons.”27 A number
of articles have also emphasized this. The coalition
forces, aided by superb communication networks, data
links, satellite intelligence, and so on, were able to defeat the Iraqi forces, which had been rendered infor
mationless by high-tech allied weaponry aimed at tak
ing out Saddam Hussein’s communications and early
warning systems. This view, too, conceals more than
it reveals. The expanding and improving scholarship
on the Gulf War is rapidly undercutting the simplistic,
optimistic views that were prevalent immediately af
ter the war.28
The raising of information to the place of highest
performance in war has dominated military thinking
in recent years. Some advocates of the new theory have
sought historical examples to justify their position and
have proved quite able to oversimplify or play loose
with the facts. Consider, for example, the following
passage from Army Focus 94: FORCE XXI explaining
how Robert E. Lee was able to defeat Joseph Hooker’s
Army of the Potomac at Chancellorsville:
Subsequently, Lee’s cavalry brought him the information that Hooker’s right flank was three miles
east of Chancellorsville. Lee acted on this infor
mation and inflicted a resounding defeat. Lee won
his information war, and it led to victory on the
battlefield.29

It would be an understatement to say that this kind
of oversimplification is intellectually dangerous. It
overlooks the many factors that determined why Lee
won and Hooker lost. Hooker, for example, was as
well-informed of Lee’s movements as Lee was of
Hooker’s. The Union commander simply misinter
preted the Confederate movements as a retreat. He did,
however, alert Maj Gen Oliver O. Howard, commander
of XI Corps and defender of Hooker’s right flank, and
ordered Howard to be prepared for a Confederate move

against him, an order which Howard ignored.30 The
Confederate reconnaissance party looking for the end
of Hooker’s flank included both Stonewall Jackson and
J. E. B. Stuart, the two senior Confederate leaders
charged with delivering the attack. While reconnoiter
ing, the group came under artillery fire from a masked
Union battery. Although the reconnaissance party took
some significant casualties, both Jackson and Stuart
remained unscathed.31 How would the course of the
battle have been different if some lucky shells had dis
abled both Jackson and Stuart? If any of these factors
had gone in Hooker’s favor, what good would Lee’s
“information advantage” have been to him? The re
duction of an event as complex and uncertain as
Chancellorsville to information warfare should stand
as an example of one-sided thinking. The FORCE XXI
document, in which the Army formally adopts the
Toffler wave theories of history, is equally off base
when it implies that the United States and its Allies
won World War II because of the intelligence advan
tages stemming from Ultra.32
The dangers of embracing this technical version
of information war are fairly obvious to anyone with
an appreciation of history. One of the developments
hailed by some adherents of information war concerns
the improvements in communications and the advan
tages they confer.33 Yet every improvement in com
munications has always carried with it the dangers of
micromanagement, a peril that generally gets only lip
service from information war advocates.34 The recent
literature on information warfare offers a particularly
instructive example of distorting the historical record
in the search for examples to support the new ideas.
In a recent article, George Stein, using a lengthy paraphrase and quotation from a speech by Speaker of the
House Newt Gingrich, cites Prussian general Helmuth
von Moltke as someone who was able to harness the
emerging technologies of railroads and telegraphs in
the nineteenth century and create a new General Staff
system accordingly.35 Along the way, Moltke conve
niently uses words that any information warrior would
be proud to utter. It is highly doubtful that Moltke
ever actually spoke the words attributed to him in this
case. This question aside, these “statements” represent
a very one-sided view of Moltke’s opinions.36 Moltke
designed his system of giving orders not because information was readily dispatched over the new tele
graph lines, but because it was not. Thus, he stressed
subordinate initiative rather than the transfer of infor
mation. Moltke was in fact very suspicious of exces
sive reliance upon communications and fully under-
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stood the dangers posed by a capable telegraph sys
tem. He warned that the “most unfortunate commander
of all” was the one with “a telegraph wire attached to
his back.”37 Stein has misquoted Gingrich, who paraphrased Moltke’s talks with himself. Evidently, nei
ther Gingrich nor Stein checked the possible sources
or placed Moltke’s alleged statements in their histori
cal context. Meanwhile, the readers of the professional
literature have two new sets of erroneous “facts” ready
to be mobilized in the war for information warfare.
The improvement of communications at the dis
posal of political leaders and military commanders has
always carried the danger of disrupting the chain of
command. Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin, and most re
cently Saddam Hussein have been held up as models
of this. Lest one think that this applies only to dictators, the facts show that it goes for democracies as well.
In the Civil War, both Jefferson Davis and Abraham
Lincoln interfered with the conduct of military opera
tions. So did Secretary of War Edwin Stanton and
Ulysses S. Grant as commander in chief of the army,
often driving commanders in the field such as William
S. Rosecrans and George Thomas almost to distraction.38 During World War II, the combination of wireless radio, a fertile imagination, and a stubborn per
sonality made Winston Churchill almost as dangerous
at times to the Allies as he was to the Axis powers.39
Who can forget the image of Lyndon Johnson essen
tially conducting the defense of Khe Sanh from a sand
table in the White House basement? Thus, every im
provement in communications always carries this dan
ger, which can be averted only if the higher command
ers show the discipline required to avoid
micromanagement.
All the information in the world will not help poorly
motivated, badly trained, and undisciplined soldiers
led by indecisive leaders fighting without a sound doctrine.
Another danger posed by this emerging version of
information war is data overload, again something that
has only been given lip service. The danger now is that
commanders will be so bombarded by a blizzard of
largely extraneous or even unessential data that it will
obscure the real issues that have to be dealt with. One
of the important distinctions that some information war
advocates fail to make here is that between data and
information. In order to be information, to have content, data must be interpreted and thus is subject to the
imperfections of human beings. For example, the mat

ter of the accuracy of bomb damage assessment is one
of the hottest arguments still raging concerning the Gulf
War. In addition, all the intelligence data collection in
the world could not solve some problems. For all the
technological wizardry and intelligence at our disposal,
the coalition forces probably failed to find and kill a
single mobile Scud missile launcher.40 For all of the
data collection undertaken by the Stasi, the East Ger
man intelligence service, the East German authorities
never had the slightest clue that their whole system
would come crashing down so quickly.
One does not base grand theories on false facts; nor
does one prepare for the future by distorting the past.
The reverse of data overload is also a problem.
What should commanders do if they do not have all
the data or information they want or think they need or
have learned to depend on in peacetime training? If
information is the most important thing in modern
warfare, does its absence give an irresolute commander
the excuse to do nothing? History tells us that the great
captains have always sought information concerning
their opponents. Ultimately, however, they had to make
decisions in the “fog of uncertainty,” to use
Clausewitz’s phrase.41 The real factor of importance
here is that all commanders must share a characteris
tic, moral courage, something that all the information
in the world cannot replace. What would all our tech
nology have meant to us in the Gulf if George Bush
had taken counsel of his fears even before humanitar
ian concerns halted the allied offensive?
There are several other things that information cannot replace. In this regard, Campen’s claim that the
Gulf War victory was as much the result of the man
agement of information as the performance of people
and weapons grossly overstates the importance of information. The allied victory was due to the superior
training, planning, and execution of all the components
involved in Operation Desert Storm. All the informa
tion in the world will not help poorly motivated, badly
trained, and undisciplined soldiers led by indecisive
leaders fighting without a sound doctrine, particularly
under the unique circumstances of the Gulf War. The
Tofflers, for example, extol the Russian Nomad satel
lite surveillance system’s capability of imagery reso
lution down to about five meters.42 How much good
did it do the poorly motivated conscripts fighting in
Chechnya?
When asked why the Confederates lost the battle
of Gettysburg, George Pickett is said to have answered,
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“I think the Union Army had something to do with it.”43
In looking at the Gulf War, Pickett’s alleged comment
is worth remembering. It should be borne in mind that
for the coalition forces, largely based on those of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), Iraq was
the perfect enemy in the perfect environment. What
essentially happened was the military equivalent of
“wish chess” against an opponent accurately described
by a perceptive critic as a “third-class Soviet clone.”44
More formidable, better-trained armies have often been
able to fight on when their communications were inoperative. During the Normandy campaign in 1944, for
example, the Germans often had to fight under condi
tions of radio silence.45 Yet sound tactical doctrine, good
leadership at the lower levels, and sheer rock-ribbed
toughness allowed them to fight the numerically vastly
superior Allies to a stalemate for almost two months
before attrition finally ground the German forces down.
In the Pacific, the Japanese were able to refine their
tactics late in the war to a point where they were able
to inflict serious losses on American forces at Peleliu,
Iwo Jima, and Okinawa.46
Information war has been subsumed into a somewhat broader notion, the revolution in military affairs
(RMA). Briefly put, this concept holds that advances
in technology, especially information technology, have
rendered existing methods of warfare as obsolete.47
Although the term was introduced before the publica
tion of War and Anti-War, some believers in the RMA
have completely adopted the Tofflers’ framework.
Now many articles on this subject are loaded with ref
erences to “second-wave” and “third-wave” warfare.48
Proponents of the RMA such as Andy Marshall, head
of the Office of Net Assessment, argue that the period
we are now in is similar to that between the world wars,
when developments in aviation, internal combustion
engines, radar, and radio led to the creation of strategic
bombing in the United States and blitzkrieg in Germany.49 Some authors, reading the current theory backward into history, now see military revolutions everywhere. This has led to some rather odd linguistic for
mulations such as “Napoléon took full advantage of
the evolving revolution in military affairs.”50
History, however, again exposes the weaknesses
in this kind of simplistic thinking. Before strategic
bombing could be executed in World War II, its theo
retical foundation had been laid prior to the advent of
the required technology. Likewise, the tactical con
cepts the German army used in World War II had really been developed in the later stages of World War I.
These concepts were then wedded to the strategic theo

ries and related ideas of Clausewitz, Helmuth von
Moltke, Alfred von Schlieffen, and Sigismund
Schlichting. In no way did Hitler impose any ideas on
the German army in the interwar period, as some have
alleged.51 In fact, taking the long view that history pro
vides, we can see that the nature of war is far more
evolutionary than revolutionary.
All of this is not to say that we are mindlessly
against technology.52 If emerging technology can be
harnessed to enhance our ability to defend the nation,
it should be. History has shown repeatedly, however,
that technology is best incorporated in the context of
enhancing such methods that have already proven suc
cessful. This can only be accomplished through a rig
orous and integrated study of military affairs. In their
excellent book on military disaster, Eliot Cohen and
John Gooch write that
military organizations should inculcate in their
members a relentless empiricism, a disdain for a
priori theorizing if they are to succeed. The “learn
ers” in military organizations must cultivate the tem
perament of the historian, the detective, or the jour
nalist, rather than the theoretical bent of the social
scientist or philosopher.53

What is so disturbing about information warfare
and the RMA is that some of its adherents have done
precisely what Cohen and Gooch properly warn against.
If the facts get in the way of a theory, then the theory
should be discarded, not the facts of history. Some
have privately expressed to the authors their defense
of the inaccuracies of the works cited here with the
argument that the facts are unimportant. This is, of
course, nonsense. One does not base grand theories on
false facts; nor does one prepare for the future by dis
torting the past.
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